Evaluation of the monocyte activation test for the safety testing of meningococcal B vaccine Bexsero: A collaborative study.
The aim of this collaborative study was to evaluate the robustness of the monocyte activation test (MAT) for quantifying the pyrogenic content in the outer membrane vesicle (OMV)-containing vaccine Bexsero: the first meningococcal B vaccine to be licenced. We analysed datasets from 9 laboratories covering 15 test systems for 3 batches of Bexsero with higher, equivalent and lower activity relative to a reference lot in the MAT. Activity was measured in terms of relative pyrogen units (RPU) based on European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) MAT Chapter 2.6.30 Method C: Reference Lot Comparison Test. We report that all 15 test systems were consistent in that they showed sample A to be the most active in the MAT; that 13 of 15 test systems had an accuracy of more than 80% and an overall geometric mean RPU of 1.03 with lower and upper 95% confidence limits of 0.97 and 1.09 respectively for a sample with an expected value of 1.00 RPU. We also report larger variability in the results for test systems involving cells from individual blood donations for sample A suggesting that there could be donor to donor differences in sensitivity to the vaccine constituents responsible for the higher activity of this batch. Overall, the consistency and accuracy of the MAT was remarkable given the range of test systems used by participants, all of which are permitted by the Ph. Eur. General MAT Chapter. This is important given the limitations of the rabbit pyrogen test for the control of pyrogenicity in general and particularly with products with intrinsic pyrogenicity such as Bexsero.